Varsity Soccer Team Defeated by Servicemen

Camp Endicott Scores 3-1 Victory To Hand M.I.T. Second Defeat

In the last soccer game of the season, the Camp Endicott Sea Bees from Davisville, Rhode Island, powered the Tech booters, 3-1, in a 1-0 defeat at the hands of M.I.T. earlier in the season. The defeat was Tech's second in five starts.

Close Contest

Although the visitors, bolstered by their last game with Tech by contingent of Dutch Marines, had the upper hand throughout the game, their lead was in constant jeopardy until midway through the first period. When Ochro, outside, drove home the decisive goal, Tech broke through intermittently an effective passing attack, failed to capitalize on several opportunities.

Camp Endicott Sea Bees got away to a two-goal lead in the second half, the two teams coming through.

Tech Counts

A rush marked by brilliant running, the three center men of Tech forward line stormed the fullbacks in the second quarter to put the host team back in the game season. No little credit is due to Jimmy Craig, whose pass snatching made him a tough-play threat all over the field, and Ray Evans, whose field goal in the last minute of play saved his team from defeat at the hands of Company 5.

Company 2 Takes Swimming, Track To Win V-12 Award

Junior Forward Nobele's shot past Goalie Eichelshiem. In the second quarter, Nobele headed. The three center men of Company 2 broke through intermittently an effective passing attack, failed to capitalize on several opportunities.

Company 2 Takes Swimming

In the swimming meet held at Alumni Pool, Company 2 took first place in the 200-yard relay, the 100-yard breast stroke, the 50-yard free style, and the 100-yard free style to run up a winning total of 24 points. Companies 1, 5, and 4 finished in other by only one point, in the close race for runner-up.

Company 4 ran true to form as an unbeaten four-game season. No little credit is due to Jimmy Craig, whose pass snatching made him a tough-play threat all over the field, and Ray Evans, whose field goal in the last minute of play saved his team from defeat at the hands of Company 5.

The football league provided the most excitement of the term.

Company 4 ran true to form as an unbeaten four-game season. No little credit is due to Jimmy Craig, whose pass snatching made him a tough-play threat all over the field, and Ray Evans, whose field goal in the last minute of play saved his team from defeat at the hands of Company 5.

The Tech harriers annexed their second victory of the season last Tuesday by outrunning their upriver rivals, 18-41, on the Harvard course. M.I.T. had previously opened the schedule auspiciously by turning down Tufts, 26-31, on October 6. Tomorrow the team will meet Northeastern, conqueror of Harvard and W.P.I., at 2:00 P.M. on the Franklin Park course.

Keegan Shows Way

Lacking two top men, Serrie and Ray, Tech nevertheless encountered little trouble with Harvard. M.I.T. took both first and second, as Keegan covered the 3.7 miles in a time of nineteen minutes, thirty-six seconds, and Wangberg finished twenty-two seconds later. Moriarty took a third for the Crimson, but then three Tech men, Bowne, Zaworski, and Ellsworth, followed across the finish line to assure the outcome.

Other Tech runners against Harvard were Childs, eighth; Shea, eleventh; Hayward, thirteenth; and Handelmon, fourteenth.

Serrie Injured at Tufts

In the Tufts race Tech suffered a loss when Captain Serrie was forced out with a leg injury after taking the lead over Tufts' Blanchard, who ultimately captured first, in a time of nineteen minutes, thirty-seven seconds. Arriving forty seconds behind, Ray was in the runner-up slot, while Keegan came in third. After two Tufts men, Eilson and Dickeon, crossed the line, Zaworski, Childs, Wangberg, and Bowden followed across. Ellsworth and Handelmon also completed the circuit for Tech.

For Freshmen Only

As of next term, track will offer broader opportunities for freshman participants. Coach Oscar Hedlund is planning to organize a freshman team to engage in outside competition. Indoor meets with neighboring high and prep schools are contemplated in this revision to the pre-war program, which will be carried through the spring season in 1946.